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Lumetta Unveils Stunning New Patterns, Pushing the Boundaries in Lighting Design 

Providence, RI – September 26, 2023

Lumetta, Inc., a US-based leading provider of custom-designed, decorative, commercial lighting products, announces five new designs for the 
Design Lumenate® collection. These fresh additions to the highly acclaimed Lumenate® Collection further enrich the collection’s diversity, offering 
designers and architects unparalleled creative possibilities for enhancing interior spaces. 

The new patterns draw inspiration from the ever-evolving world of design, seamlessly blending contemporary trends with timeless elegance. Each 
pattern has been meticulously crafted to capture attention and evoke emotions, making them ideal for a wide range of settings – from modern 
corporate offices to luxury hospitality environments. The new patterns include:

“We are excited to introduce these exceptional new patterns to the Design Lumenate® Collection,” said Ian Prichett, President at Lumetta. “We believe that 
lighting is more than just illumination; it’s a form of art that can transform spaces and influence experiences. With these new patterns, we’re excited to 
offer our clients even more ways to create a memorable atmosphere.” 

Lumenate® is a flexible, lightweight, antimicrobial, versatile, washable composite material, created and used exclusively for Lumetta luminaires. 
Lumenate® is available in matte and gloss finish and can achieve translucent to opaque lighting effects. They are also fade-resistant; created 
to bring out vibrant colors, hues, and patterns and are fully customizable to match colors and display custom graphics. Lumetta offers sample 
swatches for visual representation, best viewed in front of a light source.

To explore the new patterns and learn more about the Design Lumenate® Collection, please visit:
 https://lumetta.com/lumenate-collection/design/ 

DL26 Gleam

DL27 Fluent

DL28 Peak

DL29 Hale

DL30 Roam

About Lumetta:

Established in 1992 and specializing in custom-designed commercial lighting, Lumetta is a national leader in the design, manufacturing, and 
distribution of innovative, high-quality, decorative lighting solutions for commercial applications. Our team of lighting engineers and design experts 
work with professionals in all commercial sectors, including medical, hospitality, education, government, retail, office, and transport hubs, ensuring 
complete satisfaction and the best quality and professional service for all your commercial lighting needs. We are committed to providing superior 
customer service and product performance. 

Most of Lumetta’s fixtures are made from durable, fade-resistant, and fully customizable Lumenate®, a material designed and used exclusively for 
our luminaire shades. Lumenate® is washable, has antimicrobial properties, is designed to bring out vibrant colors, hues, and patterns, and is fully 
customizable to match colors and display custom graphics. 

For more information, visit www.lumetta.com. 


